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ANNOUNCEMENTS

• HW 5 due next Friday, but none this week!

• Midterm grades and HW 1-4 grades will be available on Moodle 
early next week 

• Platform debates on carbon policy in recitation next week

• You can use “Web Links related to Global Issue 1” on Moodle to 
do more research

• There is a special forum under Week 7 in which you can start 
discussing some issues
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WELFARE ANALYSIS

• Without the externality (non-yellow 
rows), a tax reduces total surplus as 
previously discussed

• When we introduce the external cost to 
society, the free market allocation is not 
Pareto efficient

• The tax actually improves total 
welfare in this case

• Is 16 the highest possible welfare 
society can have?

• Yes, the efficient quantity is achieved 
since SMB = SMC with the tax
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INTERNALIZATION

• In the case of a negative externality, why is there is a disconnect between the free market 
and social optimal quantities?

• Remember externalities arise essentially because an actor (person or firms) 
does not realize or care about the impact of his / her actions on others

• There is some cost to society that the actors are not internalizing

• Internalizing simply means that the actors consider the cost as part of their decision-
making process in the market 

• For example, I don’t care how my smell affects society when thinking about whether to 
take a shower)

• A tax forces the actors to internalize the cost to society
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PIGOUVIAN TAX

• This idea of using a tax to force actors 
to internalize the costs to society 
was proposed by Arthur Pigou

• An externality correcting tax is known 
as a Pigouvian tax

• Notice in our case the £2 tax spread 
cross producers and consumers exactly 
equals the external cost to society

• You can check that any higher tax 
would cause total surplus to fall below 
the social optimum

Arthur Pigou, 1877-1959
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INTERNALIZING POSITIVE BENEFITS

• Briefly: something like Pigouvian taxes can 
also be used correct positive externalities

• With a positive externality (here valued 
at £2 per unit), the free market quantity is 
too low

• What kind of government policy can 
increase the quantity produced?

• (Check) A subsidy of £2 would cause 
actors to internalize the extra 
benefit to society and yield a socially 
efficient allocation 
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ALTERNATIVE CORRECTIONS

• With a negative externality what are some other alternatives that could be 
used to achieve the socially efficient quantity?

• Previously mentioned quota

• Perhaps, price ceilings

• Limiting the quantity of production (like through a quota) is natural, but 
there are two ways to do this:

• Command and Control

• Cap and Trade
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COMMAND AND CONTROL

• In this system the government sets a strict limit on the amount of production each firm can produce 
(usually with an enormous tax penalty); this is not a market-based solution

• With a £2 / unit external cost, the optimal quantity is 4

• What limit could the government set on production to achieve this goal? 

• Quota is possible, but then the government must decide who gets to produce

• Alternative is to only allow every firm already producing to only produce .8 units instead of 1 
MacBook (.8*5=4) 

• What are some real examples of this sort of command policy?

• Fuel efficiency standards with a lower limit on MPG (currently cars must average 34.5 MPG by 2016, 
54.5 MPG by 2025)

• Mandatory scrubbers (helps reduce pollution) at power plants
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COMMAND AND CONTROL

• What are problems with fuel standards?

• What do we do about existing cars?

• Fuel standards are only averages, SUVs and light 
cars have different standards so actual 
emissions may vary

• What are some issues with command and control?

• We know a quota without efficient rationing 
(without an exchange market) is not necessarily 
efficient

• Is S1-S5 producing .8 units efficient?

• No, S5’s production should shift to S1-S4 (by 
principle 2)
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C&C VERSUS TAX

• The (Pigouvian) tax produces an efficient market allocation; the command and 
control policy does not 

• Why would we use C&C over taxes?

• Aside: In reality we do not know what demand and supply look like, taxes 
are typically a “guess and check” to find the right quantity

• If the government is deciding about limiting nuclear waste or hexavalent 
chromium, we probably want it to set a hard limit

• And, taxes are not popular

• How can we achieve a market-based hard limit without taxes?
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CAP AND TRADE

• How the system works:

• The government limits total production (the cap) by issuing allowances to all firms 
in the market

• Firms are then free to trade the allowances among themselves (trade)

• Does the system sound familiar?

• This is exactly like a quota with a quota exchange

• In fact, they are the same thing

• We will only assume that the government does not want to shut down firms in the free 
market so issues allowances to ALL firms operating in the free market
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CAP AND TRADE

• In the free market how many firms are 
producing?

• 5 firms (S1-S5)

• To achieve the efficient quantity, we need 
total production of 4

• How can we distribute allowances?

• One argument is to auction off 
allowances (lower cost firms will buy up 
more allowances)

• We will distribute them equitably so .8 
per firm
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CAP AND TRADE

• We know this system with trade will 
work exactly like a quota exchange

• What will be the price of the 
allowance in equilibrium?

• £2

• Why does this price work in 
ensuring only S1-S4 produce (i.e. 
the distribution of production is 
efficient)?
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CAP AND TRADE

• The existence of second allowance market introduces an opportunity cost to S1-S5 of producing

• They can use their allowance to produce MacBooks

• They can also sell their allowance for money and not produce

• For example, S5’s profit: Price of sale - cost of production - cost of not selling allowance

• Remember he is selling .8 of a unit initially

• Here price of sale is £5, cost of production is £4, cost of not selling is £1.6 so net gain of 
producing is negative

•  A price of £2 on the quota will ensure that when S1-S4 are all producing one unit, S4 is exactly 
breaking even by the profit formula above (check this) 

• So only the most efficient producers will produce
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WELFARE EFFECTS

• You can identify CS, PS, and the external cost

• The picture looks exactly like the case with the 
Pigouvian tax so welfare should be maximized

• How can you check this?

• SMC = SMB, the lowest cost producers are 
producing, highest value consumers are 
consuming so the allocation is efficient

• To whom does the green box go?

• Remember this is exactly like a quota 
exchange

• Green box is producer profits from selling 
allowances
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CAP AND TRADE AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT
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SULFUR DIOXIDE
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SULFUR DIOXIDE

• Limitations on sulfur dioxide were first 
introduced in 1971 and a cap and trade 
program was introduced in 1990

• There has been a marked improvement in 
air quality much better than the national 
standard set by the EPA

• One of the advantages of cap and trade 
versus command and control is that 
firms have incentives to develop 
technology to reduce pollution

• With cleaner production, they can save 
costs on allowances
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CHLOROFLUOROCARBON

• Concern about ozone depletion 
from the global release of CFCs 
(typically found in aerosols) peaked 
in the 1980s

• By 1987 an international agreement, 
the Montreal Protocol, to curb 
the use of CFCs through a phase 
out across signatory nations

• The global program has been so 
successful that projections claim the 
ozone layer will recover by 2050 Ozone Depletion
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CARBON DIOXIDE

• What is particularly difficult about the carbon dioxide debate?

• Carbon dioxide is a global pollutant, pollution in the States negatively 
impacts people in Japan and vice-versa

• Global pollutants require global solutions (what good would 
the US reducing CO2 do if Japan continues to release gases)

• But there is no imposing US federal government at the international level 
to enforce regulations

• CFCs are also global pollutants, but a consensus was reached; what is 
different here?
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KYOTO PROTOCOL

• In the 2000s, the Kyoto Protocol was 
developed with the hope to create a 
global solution to this problem

• The program essentially creates a 
global cap and trade system

• What’s the issue?

• The US refused to sign it

• The Protocol allows for special 
exceptions to developing nations, 
including India and China

Kyoto Protocol Signatories
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KYOTO PROTOCOL

• Since the Kyoto Protocol in 2005, China has grown to become the largest 
emitter of CO2 in the world

• The US’s argument is that Europe and the US should not have to cut back that 
much when China and India are pumping enormous amounts of CO2 into the 
atmosphere

• Developing countries argue that developed countries have had their chance 
already to pollute and grow

• So developed countries should not arbitrarily limit the growth of developing 
countries

• How did CFC cutbacks work?
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CFC V. CARBON

• CFCs

• Not ubiquitous in 
everyday life

• A cheap, cleaner 
alternative existed that 
firms and products could 
adopt (HCFCs)

• Carbon Dioxide

• Every aspect of life is 
filled with carbon 
emission (driving, energy 
production)

• There is no one 
alternative to fill all of 
these roles
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IMPLEMENTING A CHANGE

• Suppose the countries of the world decided to cut back on emissions or one 
country unilaterally decides to

• What are the best ways to carry this program out?

• Command and control (who is controlling..?)

• Carbon tax (used in Europe)

• Cap and trade (and to whom does the “green box” go to)

• Subsidize innovation in pollution reduction methods

• All valid programs; your role is to debate and decide the best one =)
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SUMMARY

• Externalities are negative or positive effects of market activity that are imposed upon 
external parties (people, society, etc.)

• Externalities arise because firms and people involved in the trading do not 
internalize the extra benefits or costs to society

• In general the unregulated competitive market is NOT efficient when there are 
externalities

• Pigouvian taxes, cap and trade systems, quotas are all measures that can be taken to 
correct externalities; the most appropriate policy depends on the circumstances

• Carbon dioxide emissions are externalities produced from everyday activity that 
negatively impact most of the global community; regulations are especially difficult 
because the global problem requires a global solution
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